
 

    Environmental Committee 

 

Minutes 24 May 2005 
 
 

 16.4 14.5 14.6 1.9 29.9 27.10 24.11 15.12 17.1 23.2 23.3 27.4 24.5 

  Martin Leahy   P a P p a  P  A  p 

Brian.Considine p a a a p p a A P a P p (a) 

Campbell.Catering p       A A a A a p 

Sorcha Keogan      a p P P a A (a) p 

              

Toshko.Zhelev    p a p a  P p A p p 

Joachim.Fischer  a   p p p P  a P p  

Tom Harrington     p a p P P   a  

Patricia Conlan p p p p p p p P P p P p p 

  J.J.Leahy        P*     P a A (a) p 

Patrick.Healy a p a  a a a A A a A a  

 Jeremy Callaghan   p p p p p P A p P p p 

 Sandra Gannon          p P A  P p  

Tony.Kay p p p p p p p P P a P p p 

Vincent.Warfield p p p p a  p   p A p  

              

 Grainne O’Malley        a P P a A p a 

Colin Fitzpatrick p p p P a P p P P p A p a 

P = present;   a = apology received n.i. not invited (a) apologies subsequent to 

 

It was agreed, due to time constraints, to rearrange the running order of the agenda, and to defer items not 

reached. 

 

1.Minutes 

 

Accepted. 

 

2. Matters arising 

 

Webpage: Sustainable Education Sub-Group – Colin to provide information for Eugene cc to Patricia. 

 

Environmental Policy: Tony will contact the President to ascertain the outcome of the Executive Committee 

meeting. 

 

Race against waste: seminar deferred until September – difficulties in finding suitable date for all parties 

 

Marketing competition: President presented prizes and spoke supportively.  Many thanks expressed to Jeremy 

for his contribution – ‘over and beyond’. 

 

Graz seminar: Patricia has ordered a copy of the proceedings for the Library 

 

Sub-group – sustainable education: Colin’s proposal for a fund: .  Tony and Colin had a meeting with the 

President who expressed his support for such a move and encouraged our suggestion to approach the Alumni 

Association.  A sum of 10 000€ was mentioned.  After some discussion of possible fund raising possibilities, the 

President asked for time to reflect 

 

 Patricia had emailed Colin’s draft to Jim Collins, President of AA (and spoke with him at GA this morning). 

Jim has been exceptionally busy – career-change – and has not had a chance to reflect on the material.   



 

Re the suggestion to produce a calendar for sale, Toshko had spoken with Dave Lilburn. A lot of photographic 

material available for calendar, to support such an initiative.  Some doubts expressed as to how well it would 

sell.  Patricia to check with Nancy as to the success of her Green Limerick book. 

 

Tony will contact Mr Binman to see if he would be interested in supporting such a fund.  Colette offered lunch 

if Mr Binman were invited by Tony to discuss at UL.   

 

 

3. Orientation week 

 
There are two activities to cover - stand (one hour) and talk (5 minutes) –  for 3 days 

Sorcha told the meeting that her successor Maria McHale would be prepared to help.  Jeremy also prepared to 

help out as would JJ. As Jeremy wears another hat at this week, ‘volunteers; most welcome. Colin and Joachim 

helped last year – and their participation would be very welcome this year – as would assistance from other 

members of the Committee, 

 

Patricia will confirm to Elaine that the Committee will participate again. 

 

4. Travel Pass 

 

Details of the travel pass were emailed via ITD, are on HR’s website, and will be given to new employees. 

 

5. Car share/web 

 

Details of revised carpooling facility on our website in an Focal. A poster has been put up on our noticeboard in 

the main canteen.  Thanks to Sandra and Brian. 

This will be relaunched by email in September. 

 

6. Recycled ink cartridges 

 

Deferred (Colin absent). 

 

7. GA Campus Development Committee 

 

JJ reported on the last meeting, and specifically the plans for the KBS and the Boathouse. The energy efficiency 

had been raised.  Key to decisions on such developments is the pay back period – currently required to be quite 

sort (2-3 years).  Covered bike park for KBS, but not the Boathouse – as the mountain bike area can be used for 

push bikes.   

 

Noted that the Arena had incorporated some energy efficiency aspects arising from Arup report but that these 

had been subsidised by SEI. 

 

8. Subgroups 
 

Energy: Martin reported that an offer had been made to Energy Agency Manager – background in energy 

auditing,  Query re status of half time Energy Manager for UL?  Tony will email Tony Considine again 

regarding access to energy bills to benchmark energy use.  Noted that the Arena bills had been higher than 

expected and a no of actions were taken to reduce – it would be useful to know what actions had been taken. 

Noted that EC legislation on energy rating for buildings due to come into force.  Patricia will outline some of the 

key points at the next meeting (FYP topic). 

 

Waste: to meet. Jeremy noted that paper collection in FB and overall knowledge of recycling (cartridges etc) to 

be reviewed. 

 

9. Annual report 

 

All Sub-groups’ convenors asked to present annual reports to Tony by date of next meeting, to allow him to 

finalise overall annual report.  Previous editions are on the website. 

 



10. AOB 

 

Colette kind agreed to check up on developments regarding plastic cup usage/payment for second cup – in main 

restaurant.  Jugs still available. Thanks to Colette for seeing the project through (reduction in plastic cups – 

availability of jugs –despite ‘patron’ difficulties. 

 

Noted (Martin) that ‘real’ mugs are again in circulation. 

 

Next meeting: Tuesday 21st June POD 14.30 
 


